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Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Answer all the questions on the paper itself. 

Test 01 

Fill in the blanks using the correct prepositions given in the box 

01) We can’t live __________________ water.

02) Brother is swimming ____________________ the river.

03) We walk __________________ the beach every evening.

04) Let’s jump _________________ the fence.

05) My sister put some coins _________________ the till. (05 marks) 

Test 02 

Here are some prefixes and suffixes. Make new words adding prefixes and suffixes to the root. 

One has been done for you. 

(1/2*20=10 marks) 

Prefixes Root Suffix 

Eg:-Multicolour 

1................................ 

2................................ 

3................................ 

4 ............................... 

5 ............................... 

6 ............................... 

7 ............................... 

8................................ 

9 ............................... 

10 ............................. 

Colour 

Kind 

Happy 

Arrange 

Play 

Comfort 

Use 

Appear 

Possible 

Danger 

Power 

Colourless 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

............................... 

Prefixes Suffixes 

un___

im___ 

dis___

en___ 

re___

em___ 

multi___ 

__ness

__ful 

__ly

__ble 

__ment

__less 

__ty

__ance

__ous 

into  ,   over ,   without ,   across ,   along 
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Test 3 

Fill in the blanks with plural forms of collective nouns. 

 a packet of  tea

 a team of players

 a herd of elephants

 a pair of shoes

 a heap of stones

1. The picture with ………………………………………………………… in the jungle, gain the attraction of          

the tourists. 

2.How many ……………………………………………………………… are there in the tournament ? 

3. There are two ……………………………………………………………. near the flower bed. 

4. There is a grand sale at the shoe-shop. We can buy many ………………………………………………… . 

Shall we go ? 

5. Did you buy two ……………………………………………………… for the refreshments. 

          (2*5=10 marks) 

Test 4 

Study the diagram and write 10 sentences about Shalani. 

Shalani 

Teacher 

Shalani Perera 

13 years 

yellow 

Maths 

Embilipitiy
a 

milk rice 

best friend 
Ruwani 

gardening 

grade 8 
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playful  ,  name ,  wags ,  throw ,  barks ,  meat ,  fast ,  me ,  come ,  milk , after 

01. She is ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

02. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….

03. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….

04. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….

05. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….

06. …………………………………………………………………………………………….....

07. ………………………………………………………………………………………………

08. ………………………………………………………………………………………………

09. ………………………………………………………………………………………………

10. ………………………………………………………………………………………………

        (1*10 = 10 marks) 

Test 5 

Select the correct word from the list given below. 

My pet is a puppy. Its (01) name is Tommy. Tommy is very (02) …………………….  . It likes 

(03) …………………. and (04) ………………… very much. It runs (05) ……………………. and plays with 

(06) ………………….. . When I (07) ………………………. a ball, Tommy brings it back to me. Tommy 

jumps on to my lap when I (08) …………………… home after school. It (09) ……………………… at cats 

and runs (10) ……………………….. them. When Tommy is happy it (11) ……………………….. it’s tail. It is 

faithful. I love Tommy very much. 

(1*10=10 marks) 

Test 06 

Match the words in column “A” with their meanings in column “B” by writing the correct number in the 

relevant box.  

A B box 

1 A small or casual meal a) Endanger

2 A place where water flows from underground source b) Heritage

3 Put in danger c) Spring

4 Any of the substances combined to make a dish d) Snack

5 Valued things passed down from previous generation e) Ingredient

 (2*5=10 marks) 
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Test 7 

Complete the sentences with the comparative and superlative forms of adjectives. 

01. Everest is the …………………… mountain in the world.  ( high )   

02 .Health is ………………………….. than money. ( important )  

03. My school is the …………………… school in our area. ( good ) 

04. Shoes are ………………………….. than slippers. ( expensive ) 

05. A lion is not as …………………….. as a cheetah. ( fast ) 

(1*5=5 marks) 

Test 8 

Read the following description and write the correct information for the blanks. 

          The magpie is a bird with black and white feather. It has a short and sharp beak. It is a small bird about 

7 cm, with its long tail. Magpie feeds on fruits, nuts, insects and dead animals. It lays about 5 eggs at a time. It 

lives in grasslands, meadows and fields. 

01. Name      ………………………………… 

02. Colour     ………………………………… 

03. Diet         ………………………………… 

04. No of eggs lays at a time ………………... 

05. Habitat    ………………………………… 

06. Beak       ………………………………… 

07. Tail         ………………………………... 

08. Length     ……………………………….. 

09. Magpie is a ( bird / reptile ).

10. It is a  ( big / small ) bird. (1*10=10 marks) 

Test 9 

Your class teacher has organized a trip to Sinharaja. Your best friend could not come to school as he was 

suffering from cold and fever. Write a note to your friend informing the date, time and the things to be brought 

for the trip. 

(05 marks) 
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Test 10 

Read the poem and answer the questions given below. 

A strange world 

If fishes went to school  ! 

And the boys and girls, 

Spent all the day  

Swimming in the pool.  

How strange if trees 

Could walk and talk, 

And flowers could  

Dance and sing. 

How strange if 

Elephants could fly, 

Oh ! What a funny thing. 

01) What is this poem about?

    …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

02) If fishes go to school, where will the boys and girls go?

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

03) What are the two things that the writer expects the trees will do?

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

04) What is the strange act of elephant?

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

05) Write the rhyming words for,

a) School    …………………………. 

b) Sing        …………………………. 

(10 marks) 

Test 11 

Listen to the text and complete the sentences given below. 

01. There were ……………………………………………………………. playing under a tree. 

02. They heard …………………………………………………………….…………………….. 

03. They met ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

04. They were running to meet the ……………………………………………………………… 

05. The bear saw a ………………………………………………………………………………. 

( 1*5 = 05 marks ) 
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Test 12 

Write an essay on “How you take care of the natural environment.” 

(10 marks) 
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